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ABSTRACT 
Adaptive Resonance Theory (AHT) models m-e real-time neural networks for category 
learning, pattern recognition, and prediction. Unsupervised fuzzy AHT and supervised 
. . 
fuzzy AHTMAP synthesize fuzzy logic and AHT networks by exploiting the formal sirni-
la.rity between the computations of fuzzy subsethood and the dynamics of AHT category 
choice, search, and learning. Fuzzy AHT self-organizes stable recognition categories in re-
sponse to arbitrary sequences of analog or binary input patterns. It generalizes the binary 
AHT 1 model, replacing the set-theoretic: intersection (n) with the fuzzy intersection (11), or 
component-wise minimum. A normalization procedure called complement coding leads to a 
symmetric: theory in which the fuzzy inter:>ec:tion and the fuzzy union (v), or component-wise 
maximum, play complementary roles. Complement coding preserves individual feature am-
plitudes while normalizing the input vector, and prevents a potential category proliferation 
problem. Adaptive weights :otart equal to one and can only decrease in time. A geomet-
ric interpretation of fuzzy AHT represents each r:ategory as a box that increases in size as 
weights decrease. A ma.tchinp; criterion controls search, determining how close an input and 
a learned representation must be for a category to accept the input a:o a new exemplar. A 
vigilance parameter (p) sets the matching criterion and determines how finely or coarsely 
an AHT system will partition inputs. High vigilance creates fine categories, represented by 
. . . 
srnall boxes. Learning stops when boxes cover the input space. With fast learning, fixed 
. . 
vigilance, and an arbitrary input :oet, learning stabilizes after ju:ot one pre:oentation of each 
input. A fast-commit slow-recode option allows rapid learning of rare events yet buffers 
memories against recoding by noisy inputs. 
Fuzzy AHTMAP unites two fuzzy AHT networks to solve supervised learning and predic-
tion problems. A Minirnax Learning Rule controls All:TMAP category structure, conjointly 
minirnizing predictive error and rnaxirnizing code compression. Low vigilance maxirnizes 
. . . 
cornpression but may therefore cause very cli!fcrent inputs to make the same prediction. 
When this coarse grouping strategy causes a predictive error, an internal rnatch tracking 
control process increases vigilance just enough to corTr)ct, the error. Aiti'MAP automat-
ically constructs a minimal number of recognition categories, or "hidden units," to meet 
accmacy criteria. An AHTMAP voting strategy improves prediction by training the systern 
several tirnes using different orderings of the input set. Voting a:o:oigns confidence e:otirnatcs to 
- . . . 
competing predictions given small, noi:oy, or incomplete training sets. ARPA benchmark sim-
ulations illustrate fuzzy AHTiv!AP dynarnics. The cha,pter also comp<U'Cs fuzzy ARTMAP to 
Salzberg's Nested Gcnemlizcd Exemplar (NGE) and to Simpson';, Fuzzy Min-Ma,x Classifier 
(FMMC); and concludes with a summary of AHT and AHTMAP applications. 
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Match-Based Learning and Error-Based Learning 
When is a dog not a dog'?: A stabl(c learning system incorporates crucial new data 
into an existing memory system without destroying old memories. We effortlessly remember 
the a dog is still a clog, even as we Jearn that this clog is a Dalmatian. In a complex world, 
new information often contradicts the old, while both are important and correct. 
An ART network constructs new memories based on the ;;uccess or failure of old mem-
ories, as they guide the system in the world. Some categories are c:oa.rse (clog) or fine 
(Dalmatian), as needed. When I expect to bear "dog" but the answer is "Dalmatian," I 
am startlccl into paying attention to features that I bad previously ignored. When I learn 
to recognize a Dalmatian, I do not forget about dogs as a group. Sirnilarly, AHT memories 
encode attended features, rather than the entire set of features that happen to be present at 
the moment. This is the basis for the network's stability. 
Match-based learning and stable coding: AHT memories are stable in a complex 
world beca.use the learning process is Illilich-lJasecl. Memories change only when attended 
portions of the external world match our internal expectations---or when something com-
pletely new occurs. When the external world fails to match an AHT network's expectations 
or predictions, a search process 11ctivates a new category. The new category represents a 
new hypothesis about what is important in the present environment. Match-based learning 
is the defining characteristic of AHT networks. 
Boeing Neural Information Retrieval System: Code stability is one of the main 
reasons AHT networks are sdected for applications. One example of such a technology 
transfer is the Boeing Neural Infonnation Retrieval System (NlltS) (Caudell, 199:3; Smith, 
Escobedo, and Caudell, 199:3), in which AHT networks arc the critical system components. 
NIRS encodes a parts inventory in the form of :2-D and :3-D drawings. The system creates a 
compressed but stable memory structure for later retrieval by design engineers. 'I'he resulting 
neural database reduces inventory size by a factor of nine, thus alleviating a severe memory 
proliferation problem and pennittting efficient reuse of stored designs. NIRS has rnovc.d 
from beta testing to irnplementation in CAD systerns for design, of the Boeing 777, and 
manufacturing, of tbe Boeing 717 and 767 planes. 
Error-based learning: Match-based learning generates a stable recognition code in a 
large, complex, evolving environment. A match-based learning system is thus well suited 
to problems such as the Boeing CAD neural database, which creates its own expert system 
a.s a function of experience. However, qualitatively different types of learning problems also 
exist. For example, as we grow, our eyes and limbs need to learn, or adapt, to their own 
internal changes so that we can pick up a pencil as an adult as well as we could at 11ge two. 
As adults we have no need for the sensor-y.-motor maps that we learned as b;1bies. These 
codes need not, therefore, be stable in the sense that knowledge systems, such as language, 
need to be stable. Layers of old motor m;1ps would most likely be a great nuisance. 
Neural networks that employ crror-ba.sccl learning are well suited to adaptive problems. 
Error-based learning systems include the perceptron (Rosenblatt, 1958, 1962) and multi-layer 
perc:eptrons such as back propagation (Werbos, 1974; Rumclhart, Hinton, and Willim11S, 
1986). In these systems, an error causes rnemories to change so that the same input, seen 
again, would give an answer that was doser to the "correct" one. If I sec a dog and know it 
is a dog, but arn then told it is a Dalmatian, a serious error has occurred. An error-based 
network will shift the weights in such a way tlmt Uw next re:;ponse will be toward Dalmatian, 
away from dog. If this happens several times in a row, I will learn to respond "Dalmatian," 
but will completely forget that a dog is still a dog. Error-based learning is, hereby, subject 
to "catastrophic forgetting." This kind of forgettinp; is desirable, however, if the error signal 
tells me that I have reached too far to touch the pencil. 
ART and Fuzzy Logic 
Stephen Grossberg (1976) introduced Adaptive Resonance Theory (AHT) as a theory of 
human cognitive information processing. The theory has led to an evolving series of real-
time neural network models for unsupervised and supervised category learning and pattern 
recognition. These models form stable recognition categories in response to arbitrary input 
sequences with either fast or slow learning. Unsupl,rvised AHT networks include AHT 1 
(Carpenter and Grossberg, 1987a), which stably learns to categorize binary input patterns 
presented in an arbitrary order; AHT 2 (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1987b), which stably 
learns to categorize either analog or binary input patterns presented in an arbitrary order; 
and AHT :3 (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1 990), which canies out parallel search, or hypothesis 
testing, of distributed recognition codes in a multi-level network hierarchy. Many of the AHT 
papers are collected in the anthology Pattern Recognition by Self-Organizing Neural 
Networks (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1991). 
A supervised network architecture, called ARTMAP, self-organizes caV)gorical mappings 
between m-dirnensional input vectors and n-dimensional output vectors. ARTMAP's inter-
nal control mechanisrns create stable recognition categories of optimal size by maximizing 
code compression while minimizing predictive enor in a.n on-line ;;ettii\o;. Binary AHT 1 
computations are the foundation of the first ARTIVIAP network (Carpenter, Grossberg, and 
Reynolds, 1991), which therefore learns binary maps. Fuzzy AHT (Carpenter, Grossberg, 
and Rosen, 1991a) generalizes AHT 1 to learn stable recognition categories in response to 
analog and binary input patterns. When fuzzy ART replaces AHT 1 in an AHTIVIAP systern, 
the resulting fuzzy AHTIVIAP architecture (Carpenter, Grossberg, Markuzon, Reynolds, a.nd 
Rosen, 1992) rapidly learns ;;table categorical mappings between analog or binary input and 
output vectors. Fuzzy AHTMAP learns to classify inputs by a fuzzy set of features, or a 
pattern of fuzzy membership values between 0 a.ml 1, that indicate the extent to which 
each feature is present. Where set-theoretic operation:; de:;cribe ART 1 dynarnics fuzzy 
set-theoretic operations (Kosko, 1986; Zadeh, 1965) describe fuzzy AHT dynamics. 
Simulations in this chapter illustmte fuzzy AHTMAP performance. Simulation inputc; 
are 2-D analog patterns that are not IHX:e:;sarily interpreted a.s fuzzy sets, but that illustrate 
the properties of the systerrr. ARTMAP fast learning typically leads to different adaptive 
weights and recognition categories for different orderings of a. given tra.ining set, even when 
the overall predictive accuracy of each simulation is similar. The different category structures 
cause the set of tec;t set items where errors occur to vary from one c;imula.tion to the next. 
A voting siraieg:y uses an AHTMAP system that is trained several times on one input set 
with different orderings. The fina.l prediction for a. given test set item is the one made 
by the largest number of simulations. Since the set of items making erroneous predictions 
varies from one sirrrulation to the next, voting both cancelc; many of tlw errors and assigns 
confidence estimates to competing predictions. The chapter concludes with some fuzzy AH1' 
and ARTMAP applications. 
2 
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ART Dynamics 
Fuzzy AHT incorporates the basic features of all AHT systems, notably, pattern matching 
between bottom-up input and top-clown learned prototype vectors. This matching process 
leads either to a resonant state that focuses attention and triggers stable prototype lcarnin,r>; 
or to a self-regulating pamllel memory search. If the search ends with the selection or 
an established category, then the category's prototype may be refined to incorporate new 
information in the input pattern. If the search ends by seletting a previously untrained node, 
the ART network establishes a new category. 
Figure I : ART 1 
Figure I illustrates the rnain components of an AHT I network and Figure 2 illustrates 
an AHT search cycle. During ART search, an input vector I registers itself as a pattern X of 
activity across level F'1 (Figure 2a). Multiple converging and diverging F1 -·• l"z adaptive filter 
pathways multiply the vectorS by a matrix of a.cla.ptive weights, or long term memory (LTiVI) 
traces, to generate a net input vector T to level F2. The internal competitive dynamics of 1'2 
contrast-enhance vector T, generating a compressed activity vector Y across P2. In ART l, 
strong competition selects the F2 node that receives the maximal F1 ~ F'z inpul. Only one 
component of Y is nonzero after this choice takes place. Activation of such a winner-ta.kc-illl 
node defines the category, or symbol, of the input pattern I. Such a category represents all 
the inputs I that maximally activate the corresponding node. 
Figure 2: ART Search 
Activation of an F2 node may be interpreted as "making a bypothe:>is" about an input I. 
An P2 vector generates a signal vector U sent top-clown through the 1'2 _, P\ adaptive filter. 
After multiplication by the adaptive weight matrix or the top-clown filter, a vector V becornes 
the F'z ~ F1 input (Figure 2b ). Vector V plays the role of a learned top-down expectation. 
Activation of V by Y rmty be interpreted as "testing the hypothesis" Y, or "reading out 
the category prototype" V. The A HT network matcher; the "expeclecl prototype" V or the 
category against the active input pattern, or exmnplar, I. 
This matching procc:ss may clmnge the F\ activity pattern X by suppressing activa,tion of 
all features in I that arc not confirmed by V. The resultant pattern X* encodes the pattern 
of features to which the network "pays attention". If the expectation Vis dose enough to the 
input I, then a state of resomwce occurs, with the matched pattern X defining <mat ten tiona! 
focus. The resommt state persists long enough for learning to occur; hence the term a.clapLive 
resonance theory. A HT learns prototypes rather thmr exernplars bc~cause weights encode the 
attended feature vector X*, rather than the input I itself. 
A dimensionless parameter called vigilaDcc defines the criterion of an acceptable match. 
Vigilance weighs how close the input exemplar I must be to the top-clown prototype V in 
order for resonance to occur. In AHTMAP, vigihUJce becomes an internally controllecl vari-
able, mther than a fixed parameter. Because vigilance can vary across learning trials, a single 
AHT system can encode widely differing degrees of genemlization, or morphological variabil-
ity. Low vigilance leads to broad generalization, coarse e<ttcgories, and abstract prototypes. 
High vigilance leads to nanow generalization, line categories, and specific prototypes. In 
the limit of very high vigilance, prototype learning reclnc:es to exemplar learning. Varying 
vigilance levels allow a single AHT system to recognize both abstract categories or faces and 
clogs and individual faces and clogs. 
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AHT memory search, or hypothesio testing, begins when the top-down expectation V 
determines that the bottom-up input I arc too novel, or unexpected, to satisfy the vigilance 
criterion. Search leads to selection of a better recognition code, symbol, category, or hypoth-
esis to represent input I at level F2. An oricniing subsystem A controls the search process. 
The orienting subsystem interacts with the attcntional subsystem, as in Figures 2c <Uld 2d, 
to enable the attentiona.l subsystem to learn about novel inputs without risking unselective 
forgetting of its previous knowledge. 
. . . 
ART search prevent~> associations from forming between Y and X* if X* is too different 
from I to satisfy the vigilance criterion. The search process resets Y before such an aosoci-
ation can form. If the search ends upon a familiar category, then that category's prototype 
may be refined in light of new information carried by I. If I is too different from any of the 
previously learned prototypes, then the search ends upon an uncmnmitted F2 node, which 
begins a new category. 
. . 
An AHT choice pa.rameier controls how deeply the search proceeds before selecting an 
uncommitted node. As learning self-stabilizes, all inputs coded by a category access it 
directly and search is automatically disengaged. The category selectee! is, then, the one 
whose prototype provides the globally best rnatch to the input pattern. Stable on--line 
learning proceeds with familiar inputs directly activating their categories and novel inputs 
. . . 
triggering adaptive searches, until the network's memory reaches its capacity. Simulations 
illustrate fuzzy AHT dynamics in a pararneter range callccl the conserv11iive limii. In this 
limit, the choice parameter a (Figure :J) is very small. Then an input first selects a category 
whose weight vector is a fuzzy subset of \,he input, if such a category exists. Given such a 
choice, no weight change occurs during learning; hence the name conservative limit, since 
learned weights are conserved wherever possible. 
Ji'uzzy ART 
Fuzzy AHT inherits the design features of other AHT rnodels. Figure :3 surnrnarizes 
how the Alrl' l operations of category choice, matching, search, and learning translate 
into fuzzy ART operations when the intersection operator (r1) of AHT I replaces the fuzzy 
intersection, or component-wise minimum, operator (11). Despite this close formal hornology, 
this chapter summarize:,; fuzzy Al\T as an algorithrn, rather than as a locally ddinedneural 
rnodel. Carpenter, Grossberg, and Rosen (J 991 b) describe a neural network realization of 
fuzzy AHT. For the special case of binary inputs and fast learning, the computations of fuzzy 
ART are identical to those of the AHT I neural network. 
Fast-learn slow-recode and complement coding options: Many applications of 
AHT I use fast learning, whereby adaptive weights fully converge to equilibrium values in 
response to each input pattern. Fast learning enables a system to adapt quickly to inputs 
that occur only rarely but that rna.y rc·'.quire immediate accurate performance. Remember-
ing many details of an exciting movie is a typical example of fast learning. Fast learning 
destabilizes the memories of feedforward, error-based models like~ backpropagation. When 
the difference between actual output and target output defines "error", present inputs drive 
out past learning, since fast learning zeroes the error on each input trial. This feature of 
bac:kpropagation restricts its domain to off-line applica.tions with a slow learning rate. In 
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addition, lacking the key feature of cmnpctition, a baclq.Jropagation syotern tends to <weragc 
rare events with simii<tr frequent events that h<wc different consequencl~s. 
Some applications benefit from a fast-commit slow-recode option that combines fast 
initial leaming with a slower rate of forgetting. Fast commitment retains the advantage of 
fast leaming, namely, the ability to respond to important inputs that occur only rarely. Slow 
recoding then prevents features in a category's prototype from being erroneously deleted in 
response to noisy or partia.l inputs. Only a statistically persistent change in a feature's 
relevance to an established category can delete it from the prototype of the category. 
Complement coding is a preprocessing step that normalizes input patterns. Complement 
coding solves a potential fuzzy ART category prolifen1tion problem (Carpenter, Grossberg, 
and Rosen, 199la; Moore, 1989). In neurobiological terms, complement coding uses both 
on-cells and off-cells to represent an input pattem, preserving individual feature amplitudes 
while norma.lizing the total on-cell/off-cell activity. Functionally, the on-cell portion of a pro-
totype encodes features that axe critically present in category exemplars, while the off-cell 
portion encodes featmes that are critically absent. Small weights in both on-cell and off-cell 
portions of a prototype encode as "uninformative" those features that are sometimes present 
and oornetimes absent. In set theoretic terms, complement coding leads to a symmetric AHT 
theory in which the fuzzy intersection (11) and the fuzzy union (v) play complementary roles. 
Complement coding allows a geometric interpretation of fuzzy AHT recognition categories 
as box-shaped regions of input space. Fuzzy intersections and unions iteratively define the 
corners of each box. Simulations in this chapter illustrate fuzzy AHT geometry for an exam-
ple where inputs <ne two-dimensional, so boxes are rectangles. The geometric formulation 
allows comparison between fuzzy ART and aspects of Salzberg's ( 1990) Nested Gcnerali2ed 
Exernpla.rs (NGE) and Simpson's (1991) Fuzzy Min-Max Classifier (FMMC). 
Figure 4: AHTMAP 
Fuzzy ARTMAP 
Each AHTMAP system includes a pair of Adaptive Resonance Theory modules (A In\, 
and ART0) that create stable recognition categories in response to a.rbitnny sequences of' 
input patterns (Fip;ure 4). During supervised leaming, AKl'" receives a stream {a(1'lj of 
input patterns and AHT0 receives a stream {b(P)J of input patterns, where bU>) is the correct 
prediction given a(J>). An associative learning network and an internal controller link these 
rnodulcs to rnake the AH1'MAP system operate in real time. The controller creates the 
rnininml number of AI(]', recognition categories, or "hidden units," needed to meet accuracy 
criteria. i\ Minimax Learning Rule that enables AHT!V1AP to learn quickly, efficiently, and 
accurately as it conjointly minimizes predictive error and maximi2es code compression. This 
sc:lwrnc automatically links predictive success to category size on a trial-by-trial basis using 
only local operations. It works by increasing the AHT, vigilanc:<; p<namctcr (p"). by the 
rninimal amount needed to correct a predictive error at AHT0• 
An AHT" baseline vigilance pararnetcr p-;; calibrates the rninimurn coniiclence needed for 
A Ill\, to acc<;pt a chosen category, rather than search for a better one through automatically 
controlled search. Lower values of p" cm1ble larger categories to forrn, ma.ximi2ing code 
compression. Initially, (!a = p". During training, a predictive failure at AHT& increases p, by 
the minimum amount needed to trigger AHT, search, through a feedback control mechanism 
e<tlled match tracking (Carpenter, Grossberg, and Reynolds, 1991). Mcttch tracking sacrifices 
5 
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the minimum amount of cornprcssion JH~ceosary to correct the predictive error. Ilypothcsis 
testing selects a. new AHTa category, which focuses attention on a cluster of a(r>) input 
features that is better able to predict b(P). With fast learning, match tracking allows a 
single AHTMAP system to learn a cli!Terent prediction for a rare event than for a cloud of 
similar frequent events in which it is embedded. 
An ARPA benc:hrnark simulation, c:ircle-in-the-sqmue, illustrates fuzzy AH1'MAP dy-
narnics. The simulation task is learning to identify which points lie inside and which lie out-
side a circle. During training, components of the AR'l'r, input a are the x- and y-coordinates 
of a point in the unit square; and AHTb input equals 0 or 1, identifying a as inside or outside 
the circle. As fuzzy ARTMAP learns on-line, or incrernentally, test set accuracy increases 
from 88.6% to 98.0% as the training set increases in size from 100 to 100,000 randomly cho-
sen points. With off-line learning, the system needs from 2 to 1:3 e.pochs to learn all training 
set exernplars to 100% accuracy, where an epoch is one c:yc:le of training on an entire :;et 
of input exemplars. Test :;et accuracy then increases from 89.0% to 99.:'\% as the training 
set size increases from 100 to 100,000. Application of the voting strategy improves an aver-
age single-run accuracy of 90.5% on five runs to a voting accuracy of 9:3.9%, with each run 
trained on a fixed 1 ,000-item set for one epoch. 
Fuzzy ART Algorithm 
ART field activity vectors: Each AHT system inc:ludes a field Po of nodes that 
represent a current input vector; a field F1 that receives both bottom-up input from F'o 
11nd top-down input from a field F2 that represents the active code, or C<ttegory (Figure 1). 
Vector I= (11, ••• ,1111 ) denotes F(1 activity, with each component li in the interval [0,1], for 
i = 1, ... , M. Vector x = (x1, ... , 1: M) denotes F1 activity and y = (YJ, ... , y N) denotes 1'2 
activity. The number of nodes in each field is arbitrary. 
Weight vector: Associated with each F2 category node .i (.j = 1, ... , N) is a vector 
wj = (wJ 1 , ... , WjM) of adaptive weights, or long-term memory (LI'lVI) traces. Initially 
10jJ(O) = ... = WiM(O) = 1; (1) 
then each category is uncowmiiiccl. After a category codes its first inpnt it becomes cow-
mit.ied. Each component Wji can decrease but never increa:;e during learning. Thu:; each 
weight vector wj(i;) converges to a lirnit. The fuzzy AHT weight, or prototype, vector wj 
subsnmes both the bottorn-up and top-down weight vectors of AHT 1 (Figure 1). 
Parameters: A choice parameter o: > 0, a lean1ing rate pararneter (J E [0, 1], and a 
vigilance parameter p E [0, 1] deterrnine fuzzy AHT dynamics. 
Category choice: For each input I and F2 node .i, the choice function 7~ is defined by 
(2) 
where the fuzzy intersection 11 (Zadeh, 1965) is defined by 
(p 11 q)i = rnin(p;, ifi) 
6 
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and where the norm 1·1 is defined by 
M 
IPI = L IP;I. 
i=1 
(4) 
The system makes a catep;Oiy choice when at most one 1'2 node ca.n become active a.t a 
given tirne. The index .J denotes the chosen category, where 
TJ = max{Ij : j = I ... N). (5) 
lf more than one 7j is maximal, the category with the smallest j index is chosen. In 
particular, nodes become committed in order j = 1,2,:3, .... When the .Ji-h category is 
chosen, YJ = 1; and Yj = 0 for j fc J. In a choice system, the F\ activity vector x obeys the 
equation 
{
I 
x-
- lAw1 
if IS is ina.ctive 
if the Jlh F'z node is chosen. (Ci) 
Resonance or reset: HeSOlliWCC occurs if the match {unction Ill\ W.JI/111 of the chosen 
category meets the vigilance criterion: 
that is, by (G), when the .Jih category becomes active~, resonanu~ occurs if 
lxl =II 1\ w,l 2: pill. 
Learning then ensues, as defined below. Mismatch reset occnrs if 
that is, if 
II!Iw;l 
--·-<f)' Ill I' 
1x1 =II II w; I< pill. 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
( 10) 
'I'hen the value of the choice function T.J is set to 0 for the duration of the input presentation 
to prevent the persistent selection of the sarnc category during sea.rch. A new index J 
represents the active category, selected by (5). The ;;much process continues until the chosen 
J satisfies the matching criterion (7). 
Learning: Once search ends, the weight vector W.J learns according to the equation 
(11) 
Fast lcMning corresponds to setting Jl = 1. The karning law of the NGE system (Salzberg, 
1990) is equivalent to (11) in the fast-learn lirnit with the cornplernent coding. 
Fast-commit, slow-recode: For efficient coding of noisy input sets, it is useful t.o set 
J1 = 1 when J is an uncommitteclnocle, and then to take f3 < 1 for slower adaptation after the 
7 
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category is already committed. The fast-commit, slow-recoclc option nmkes w~'ew) =I the 
Grst time category J becomes active. Moore (1989) introduced the lea.rning law (11), with 
fast commitment <UHI slow rec:oding, to investigate a variety of generalized AHT 1 models. 
Some of these models are similar to fuzzy AHT, but none uses complement coding. Moore 
describes a category proliferation problem that can occur in some analog Alti' systems when 
nMny random inputs erode the norm of weight vectors. Complement coding solves this 
problem. 
Normalization by complement coding: Norrnalization of fuzzy AHT inputs prevents 
category proliferation. The F0 ~ l'J inputs <ll'C normalized if, for some/'> 0, 
~I,= lli="Y ( 12) 
for all inputs I. One way to norrnalize each vector a is: 
I a 
= jaj' ( l :3) 
Complement coding normalizes the input but it also preserves amplitude infonnation, in 
contrast to (l:l). Complement coding represents both the on-response and the off-response 
to an input vector a (Figme 4). ln its simplest form, a represent the on-response and a', 
the complement of a, represents the ofT-rc,sponse, where 
( 14) 
The complement coded F'o ~ 1'\ input I is the 2M-dimensional vector 
I= (a,ac) = (aJ, ... ,aM,aJ, ... ,a}.1). ( 15) 
A cornplernent coded input is autornatically norma.li~wl, because 
III= l(a, a')l 
M M 
= ~ ai + ( M - ~ a;) ( ](j) 
i=1 i::::: 1 
=M. 
With cornplernent r:odir\lj, the initial condition 
1DjJ(0) == ... = 'Wj,2M(0) = 1. (17) 
replaces the fuz~y AHT initia.l r:ondition (l). 
The close linkage between fuzzy subsethood and AHT choicej.seaxch/lea.rning forms the 
foundation of the computational properties of fuzzy AFtT. In the conservative limit, where 
the choice p;trameter ct = o+, the choice function Ti mea.smes the degree to which wi is a 
fuzzy sub:;et of I (Kosko, 1986). A category J for which w J is a fuzzy subset of I will then 
be selected first, if such a category exists. Re:;onance depends on the degree to which I is <1 
8 
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fuzzy subset of w 1 , by (7) and (9). When .J is such a fm~zy wbset choice, then the match 
function value is: 
( 18) 
Choosing J to maximize 1w11 among fuzzy subset choices, by (2), thus maximizes the op-
portunity for resonance in (7). If reset occur:-; for the node that maximizes lw ;I, then re:-;et 
will also occur for all other sub:-;et choice:-;. 
A geometric interpretation of fuzzy ART represents each category as a box in !11-
dimensional space, where M is the number of component:-; of input a. Consider an input 
set that consist:-; of 2-dirnensional vector:-; a. With complement coding, 
Each category j then ha:-; a geornetric representation a:-; a rectan.rsle R1. 
complement-coded weight vector w j take:-; the form: 
( 19) 
Following (19), a 
(20) 
where u1 and v1 arc 2-clirnensional vectors. Vector ui define:-; one corner of a. rectangle Ri 
and v 1 defines the opposite corner (Figure 5a). 'I'he :-;ize of Ri is: 
(21) 
which is equal to the hei,rsht plu:-; the width of R1 Figure 5a. 
Figure 5: Fuzzy Alrl' boxes 
In a fast-learn fu:ozy AHT system, with J3 = l in (11), wY'"w) =I= (a,ac) when J is 
an uncornrrlittcd node. 'l'hc corners of R~'cw) are Uwn nand (acy = a. Hence RY'ew) is 
just the point a. Lea.rning increa:-;e:-; the size of RJ> which grows as the size of w J shrinks 
during learning. Vigilance p detennines the rnaximum size of RJ, with IRil :S 2(1 - p), as 
shown below. During each fast·· learning trial, RJ expand:-; to R1 c+J a, the rninirnurn rec:tanp;le 
containing R1 and a (Figure 5b ). 'I' he corner:-; of R1 ell a are a A UJ and a v v J> where the 
fuzzy intersection A is defined by (:l); and the fuzzy union v is defined by: 
(p v q); = rnax(p;, !J;) 
(Zadeh, 1965). lienee, by (21 ), the size of R1 dJ a i:-;: 
I R; m al = I (a v v J) - (a A u J) 1. 
(22) 
(2:3) 
However, before RJ can expand to include a, reset choose:-; another category if IRJ mal is too 
large. With fast learning, Rj is the :-;rnallest rectangle that encloses all vectors a that have 
chosen category .i without reset. 
If aha:-; dimension M, the box R; include:-; the two opposing vertices A.Ja and vJa, where 
the i 1" component of each vector i:-;: 
(A1a); = rnin{a;: a bas been coded by category .il (21) 
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and 
(v1a); =max{ a;: a has bc:cn coded by category j) 
(Figure 6). The size of R1 is 
and the weight vector w1 is 
as in (20) and (21 ). 'fhus 
so the size of the box R1 is 
By (8), (11), and (Hi), 
By (29) and (:lO), 
Figure G: Fuzzy ART category 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
(:lO) 
(:ll) 
Inequality (:ll) shows that high vigilance (p ~ 1) leads to small R1 while low vigilance (p ~ 0) permits lmge F!'i. If .i is an uncommitted node, lwil =2M, by (17), so forrnally, 
!R]I = -M, by (29). These observations are combincxl into the following surnrna.ry of fuzzy 
A n:r dynamics. 
Fuzzy ART stable category learning: A fuzzy AH1' system with complement coding;, 
fast learning, and constant vigila.ncc. forms categories tha.t converge~ to limits in response 
to an arbitrary sequc~nce of analog or binary input vectors. Category boxes can grow in 
each dimension, but never shrink. The size of a box Hi c~quals M -lwil, where wj is the 
corresponding weight ved.or. The size IRjl is bounded above by M(l-p). In the conservative 
lirnit, one-pass learning obtains such that no reset or additional learning occurs on subsequent 
presentations of any input. Moreover, if 0 :S p < 1, the number of categories is bounded, 
even if the number of exemplars in the training set is unbounded. Sirnilar properties hold 
for the fast-learn slow-rccode case, r:xccpt that repeated presentations of each input rna.y be 
needed before stabilization occurs, even in the conservative lirrlit. 
A comparison of fuzzy ARTMAP, NGE, and FMMC: 'T'he geometry of the fuzzy 
boxes Rj resembles parts of the Nested Generalized Exenrplar (NGE) systern (Salzberg, 1990) 
and the Fuzzy Min-ivlax Classifier (FMMC) system (Simpson, 1991). Fuzzy Alri'MAP, NGE, 
and FMMC all usc boxes to represent category weights in a supervised le<1rning paradigm. 
All three systems use some version of the learning la.w (II) to update weights when an input 
correctly predicts the output. The three algorithms differ, however, in their responses to 
incorrect predictions. Because NGE and FMMC do not have components analogous to the 
AHT vigilance pararneter, these algorithms do not have internal control of box size. NGE 
does include a type of search process, but its rules differ frorn those of fuzzy AHTMAP. 
For example, when NGE makes a predictive error, it searches a.t rnost two categories before 
10 
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creating a new one. NGE allow,; boxes to shrink as well as to grow, so the fuzzy AHT 
stability properties do not obtain. For the NGE sy,;tern, only the Greedy version, a leader 
<tlgorithm that codes the first exemplar of each category, is necessarily stable. Stability and 
nMtch tracking allow fuzzy A HTM A P to construct au tormttically as many categories as arc 
needed to learn <eny consistent tra.ining set to 100% accuracy. Both AHT!VIAP and NGE 
rely on multi-layer structures to effect their learning strategies. In contrast, the FMMC is a 
two-layer, fcedforward system that allows at rnost one category box to represent each output 
class. F'MMC can therefore learn only a limited set of category structures. In contrast, fuzzy 
AHT!VIAP can associate rnultiple categories with the same output, so, for example capital 
letters, script letters, and various fonts can all predict the same letter name. 
Fuzzy ARTMAP Algorithm 
Fuzzy AHTMAP incorporates two fuzzy AHT rnodules AHTa and AKl'b that are linked 
together via an inter-Altr module pab ca.lled a map field. The map field forms predictive 
associations between categories and realizes the AH:fi'v!AP match tracking rule. M<ttch track-
ing increases the ARTa vigilance parameter (Jain response to a predictive error, or rni:;rnatch, 
at Al'\:Tb. Match tr<tcking reorganizes category struclure so that subsequent presentations of 
the input do not repeat the error. An outline of the AH:l'MAP algorithm follows. 
ARTa and ARTb: Inputs to AH:l\, and AWJ'b arc complement coded. For AH:fa, I= 
A= (a, a c); <tnd for AWl\, I= B = (b, be) (Figure 4). Variables in AHT, or AH~I'b arc desig-
nated by subscripts or superscripts "a" or"/;". For AKf,, x" = (:~:]' ... :/:2MJ denotes the F{' 
output vc~ctor; y" = (Y\' ... y'}vJ denotes the F!J, output veclor; and wj = ( w~!J, wj2, ... , Wj, 2MJ 
denotes the .i1" ART" weight vector. For AH:r1, xi>= (:~:1 ... :I:~M,) denotes the F{' output 
vector; yb = (vi ... Y~,) denotes the Fk output vector; and wt = ( w%1, wt2, ... , w%,2M,) de-
notes the k1" AH:rb weight vector. For the map field, x"b = (:r'{b, ... , :r'}!;,) denotes the F'"b 
output vector, and wjb = (w~'i, ... ,w;')v) denotes the weight vector frorn the P" F£ node to 
pub Vectors x",y",x~>,y~>, and x"b are reset to 0 between input presentations. 
Map field activation: 'T'he rna.p field pab receives input frorn either or both of the 
AWC, or AH:l\ category Gelds. A chosen F~' node J sends input to the rnap field pab via the 
weights w':j'. An active F~ nock !(sends input to pab via one to-one pathway:; between Fk 
and pab If both Alri\, and AHTb are active, then pab rernains active only if Altl'a predicts 
the same category as ARTb. 'l'hc pab output vector x"b obey;;: 
1
yb 1\ w'!} 
wnb 
X ab _ j 
- b y 
0 
if the .Jih F.£' node i:; active and F~ is a.ctive 
if the .Jih !;~, node is active and /~f is inactive 
if 1,~, is inactive and Ffj is active 
ifF~' is inactive and Ffj is inactive. 
(:32) 
By (:l2), x"b = 0 ifyb fails to confirm the map field prediction made by w:Y'· Such a rnisrnatcb 
event triggers an ARTa search for a better category, as follows. 
Match tracking: At the start of each input presentation Altfa vigilance Pa equals a 
baseline vigilance pararnetc~r Pn· Wb1~n a predictive error occurs, rnatch tracking raises AWC, 
vigilance just enough to trigger a search for a new F~' coding node. Airl'MAP detects a 
predictive error when 
ll 
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where Pab is the map field vigilance pamrnctcr. A signal from the ma.p field to the AHTa 
orienting subsystem cau:;es f!a to "track the F']' rnatch." That is, Pa increases until it is 
slip;htly higher than the F{' match value lA 11 wjiiAI- 1 Then, since 
lx"l = IAIIwjl < PaiAI, (:34) 
AKfa fails to meet the matching criterion, a:; in (10), and the search for another Fz' node 
begin:;. The search lead:; to an F~' node J with 
. -
( :35) 
and 
(:36) 
If no such node exist;; and if all lcz' node;; are already cornmitted, 1''2' automatically shut:; 
clown for the remainder of the input presentation. 
Map field learning: Weight;; wjZ in F'z' _, pab paths initially satisfy 
wjf(O) = I. (:37) 
During re:;onanc:e with the AKI\, category J active, w:;b approaches the map field vector 
x"b as in(!!). With fast learning, once J learns to predict the AKI'b category ](, that 
a;;sociation i;; permanent; i.e., w'Y/( = 1 for all time. 
Fuzzy ARTMAP Simulation: Circle-in-the-Square 
The circle-in-the square problem requires a system to predict which points of a squa.re 
lie inside a.ncl which lie outside a circle whose area equals half tlmt of the square (radius 
approximately 0.4). Thio task is a benchmark problem for performance evaluation in the 
ARPA Artificial Neural Network Technology (ANN'l') Progrmn (Wilensky, 1990). Wilensky 
examined 2··n··1 backprop<tgation systcrns on this problem. He studied systerns where the 
nurnber (n) of hidden unit;; ranged from 5 to 100, and the corresponding number of weights 
ranged from 21 to 401. 'fraining sets ranged in size frorn 1.50 to 14,000 point;; identiiiecl as in 
or out.. To avoid over·· fitting, training ended when accuracy on the training set reached 90%. 
Systems with 20 to 10 hidden units reached thi:; criterion level most quickly, in about 5000 
epochs. The trained sy;;tems then correctly classified approximately 90% of test set point;;. 
Figure~ 7: Circle, 1 -epoch 
Figure 8: Circle, boxes 
Figures 7 and 8 illustrate fuzzy AltT'MAP perforrnance on the circle-in-the-square task 
c1fter one training epoch. Ao training set size increases from 100 excrnpla.rs (Figure ?a.) to 
100,000 exemplars (Figure 7d) the rate of correct test set pn)dictions incrcao0s frorn 88.6% 
to 98.0% while the number of AHTa category nodes increases from 12 to 121. Each category 
node .i requires four learned weights wj in AWI'a plus one rnap field weight wj" to record 
whether category j predicts that a point lies inside or outside the circle. For example, !-epoch 
training on 100 exemplars (Figure ?a) creates 12 AHTa categories and so uses 60 weights to 
achieve 88.6% test set accuracy. Firrure 8 shows the AH.Trr caterrory rectarwles H" for each 
' b b . b J 
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simulation of Figure 7. As in Figure 5 each rectangle Rj correopondK to the 1-dirncnKional 
weight vector w;' = (uj, (vjn, with uj and vj arc plotted as the lower-left and upper-right 
cor nero of R", respectively. Early in training, large R" eKtimate large areas as belonging J . '· <. J <. '- ' 
to one or the other category (Figure 8a). Additional Rj in1prove accuracy, especially nea.r 
the boundary of the circle (Figure 8d). The map becomes arbitrarily a.ccmate provided the 
number of 1~' nodes increases aK needed. 
Figure 9: Circle, multi-epochs 
Figure 9 depicts the response patterns of fuzzy ARTMAP on another series of circle-in-
the-square simulations that use the same training sets as in Figure 7. However, eaeh input 
set is now presented for as many epochs as needed to achieve 100% predictive accuracy on 
the training set, whereas training in Figure 7 lasted for one epoch only. In each case, test set 
predictive accuracy increases, but so does the number of AHTa c<ttcgory nodes. For cx<tmplc, 
with 10,000 exernpl<trs, !-epoch training uses 50 AHTa nodes to give 90.7% test ~et accuracy 
(Figure 7c). The sa.rne training set, after G epochs, uses :l9 more ARC, nodes to correct 
about half the errors <tnd boost test set accuracy to 98.:l% (Figure 9c). 
Figure 7 shows bow a test set error rate decreases from 11.4% to 2.0% as training set size 
increases from 100 to 100,000 in 1-epocb simulations. Figme 9 shows bow test set error rates 
decrease further if le<tming continues for a.s rna.ny epochs as necessary to reach 100% accuracy 
on e<tch training set. The AHT!VIAP voting stratr.gy provides a third way to reduce test set 
errors. H.eca.ll th<tt the voting strategy assumes a fixed set of training exemplars. Before each 
indivichml simulation, inputs are r<tndornly ordered. After each simulation, the prediction of 
e<tch test set item is recorded. The final prediction is the orw made by tbe l<trgest number of 
individual simulations. Voting alrnost always reduces errors, and the nurnber of votes cast 
for a given outcome also attache~ a rneasure of predictive confidence to each test set point. 
Figure 10: Circle, voting 
Simulations in Figme 10 show bow, given a. limited training set, voting across a few input 
ordering:; improves predictive accuracy by a factor that is comparable to the irnproverncnt 
attained by an order of rnagnitude increase in the size of a training set. In Figmc 10, a. fixed 
set of 1,000 randomly chosen exernpla.rs is presented to a fuzzy Aln.'MAP system on five 
independent !-epoch circle-in-the-square sirnulations. After ca.ch simulation, inside/outside 
predictions am recorded on a. I ,000-item test set. Accuracy on individual simulations ranges 
from 85.9% to 9:3.4%, <wcraging 90.5%, and using frorn 15 to 2:3 AHT, nodes. Voting by 
the five simulations improves test set accnra.cy to 9:3.9% (Figure JOe). In other words, 
test set errors dccreas(~ from an average individual rate of 9.5% to a. voting rate of 6.1 %. 
Figure 1 Od, which indicates the nurnber of votes cast for each test set point, reflects variations 
in predictive confidence across different regions, with confidence lowest near the border of 
the circle. Voting by more than five sirnula.tions maintains an error rate between 5.8% and 
6.1%. This limit on further irnproverncnt by voting appears to be due to gaps in the fixed 
1 ,000-itcrn training ~ct. By comparison, a. tenfold inerea.:;e in tlw Kize of the training ~et 
reduces the error by an amount Birnila.r to that achieved by five-simulation voting. 
ART Applications 
Since the publication of the first AHT network in 1987, scientists and engineers have 
applied these systems to a variety of problems. Researchers often cite unique AR'T featnres 
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such as code stability, speed, am! incrementallea.rning as reasons for using AHT or AHTMAP 
instead of an error-based neural network such as backpropagation. 
The Boeing Company Nemal Information Retrieval System (NiflS) has adv;wced frorn 
prototype to implementation in a state-of-the-art cornputer-a.ided airplane design system 
(Caudell, ID9:l; Smith, Escobedo, and Caudell, 199:3). Engineers now use NIRS for pro-
duction of the Boeing 747 and 767 airplanes and for design of the Boeing 777. The Neural 
Information Retrieval System is a hierarchy of AHT networks that form compressed content-
addressable memories of 2-D and :l-D parts designs. The NIRS shows <Ul engineer who has 
sketched a pMt on the CAD system other pa.rts in inventory that may be similar. Inven-
tory proliferation and design time are both sa.ved. Working CAD systems that include the 
NIRS have already reduced parts inventories by a factor of nine, and Boeing estimates that 
this technology will save the company up to $80 million per year. A new book, Neural 
Networks in Design and Manufacturing (Kumara ci; al., 199:3), discusses commercial 
applications of AHT networks. 
A trained AWI'MAP system transla.tes into a set of if-then rules at a.ny stage of learn-
ing. This feature has made the network particularly useful in the analysis of large medical 
databases (Carpenter and Tan, 199:3; Goodrnan ct a.l., 1992; Ham and Han, 199:1; Har-
vey, 199:3). Other AHT medical applications include electrocardiogram wave recognition 
(Suzuki, Abe, and Ono, 199:3). AHTMAP test set performance has proved superior to that 
of other neural networks in application domains such as diagnostic monitoring of nuclear 
plants (Keyvan, Dung, and Rabelo, 199:3), land cover classification from remotely sensed 
data (Gopal, Sklarew, and Lambin, 199:3), and the prediction of protein secondary struc-
ture (Mehta, Vij, and Rabelo, 199:3). The AHT-EMAP network adds to fuzzy AHTMAP 
spatial and temporal evidence accumulation capabilities (Carpenter and Ross, 199:3). 'I'hese 
new functions improve perforrn<mce on both noisy and noise-free test sets, and expand the 
range of AHTMAP applications to spatia-temporal recognition problems such as :l-D object 
recognition and scene analysis. Researchers at MI'I' Lincoln Laboratory use Al{L' systerns 
for robot sensory-motor :;ystcrns (Bachelder, Waxman, and Seibert, HJ9:3; Baloc:h and Wax-
man, 1991), :J-D object recop;nition (Seibert and Waxman, 1991, 1992), and face recognition 
(Seibert and Waxman, 199:3). 'l'he Ivlacinto;;h c:ornrnercial software Open Sesarne! uses an 
unsupervised AHT network to adapt the operating ;;ystem to a user's work habit;; (.John·· 
son, 199:3). Other application;; range from analyses of rnusical structure (Gjerdingen, 1990) 
to nrilita.ry target recognition (Moya., Koch, and Hostetler, 199:3). Finally, applications of 
AHT networks continue to include those of the original adaptive resormnce theory: to orga·· 
nize, clarify, and predict neural and psychological dat<t concerning memory recognition, and 
attention (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1991, 199:3; Desirnone, 1992; Gochin, 1990). 
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Figure 1. Typical ART I neural network (C;upenter and Grossberg, 1987a). 
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Figure 2. AHT search for an F'z code: (a) The input pattern I generates the specific: STIVI 
activity pattern X at F\ as it nonspecifically activates the orienting subsystcrn A. Pattern 
X both inhibits A and generates the output signal pattern S. An <telaptivc filter transforms 
the signal patternS into the pattern T, which activates the STM pattern Y across F'z. (b) 
Pattern Y gc~nerates the signal pattern U, and a top-clown adaptive filter transfonns U into 
the prototype pattern V. If V mismatches I, then F1 registers a new STM activity pattern 
X*. The resulting reduction of total STM reduces the total inhibition from F1 to A. (c) lf 
the ART matching criterion fails, A releases a nonspecific signal that resets the STM pattern 
Y at F'z. (d) Since reset inhibits Y, it also eliminates the top-clown prototype sigm1l T, so 
X can be reinstated at F1. Enduring traces of the prior reset allow X to activate a different 
STM pattern Y* at F'z. If the top-clown prototype clue toY* also mismatches I at F], Uwn 
the search for an F'z code that satisfies the rnatc:hing criterion continues. 
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lj 
ART 1 
(BINARY) 
FUZZY ART 
(ANALOG) 
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MATCH CRITERION 
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WJ = I WJ WJ - I 1\ WJ 
n logical AND 
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1\ = fuzzy AND 
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Figure 3. Analogy between AHT 1 and fuzzy AWL In AHT 1 wj denotes the index set of 
top-clown J;fM traces that exceed a prescribed positive threshold value. 
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Figure 4. Fuzzy AHTMAP architecture. The AHTn cornplerncnt coding preproce00or traw;-
forms the Ma .. vec:tor a into the 2Ma·vec:tor A= (a, a") at the AKI'a field F0•. A is the input 
vcdor to the AKl\, field F!'. Similarly, the input to F{' i0 the 2M~:·vector (b, b'). When 
AFll'~: cli,;confirms a prediction of AHTa, rna.p field inhibition induces the match tracking 
process. Match tracking raises the AHT, vigilance (Pa) to just above the F{'-to .. F0' rnatch 
ratio jx"I/IA!. 'fhio trigger,; an Al'tfn ,;earch which lcaclo to activation of either an Allr, 
category that correctly predicts b or to a previously uncommitted AHTa category node. 
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Figure 5. Fuzzy AHT category boxes. (a) In complement coding form with M = 2, each 
weight vector wi has a geornetric interpretation as a rect<wgle Ri with corners (uj, vi)· (b) 
During fast learning, RJ expands to R.1 <ll a, the sm;J.l!est rectangle that includes R1 and a, provided that jR1 <ll aj :<:; 2(1- p). 
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Figure 6. With fuzzy AHT fast learning and complement coding, the jlh category rectangle 
Ri includes all those vectors a in the unit square that have <1ctiv<ttcd category .i without 
reset. The weight vector wi equaJs (Aja, (via)"). 
(a) 
100 exemplars 
99.0% training set 
88.6% test set 
12 ART a categories 
(c) 
10,000 exemplars 
97.7% training set 
96.7% test set 
50 ART a categories 
(b) 
1 ,000 exemplars 
95.5% training set 
92.5% test set 
21 ART a categories 
(d) 
100,000 exemplars 
98.8% training set 
98.0% test set 
121 ART a categories 
Figure 7. Circle-in-the-square test set response patterns after 1 epoch of fuzzy AFU.'MAP 
training on (a) 100, (b) 1,000, (c) 10,000, and (d) 100,000 randomly chosen training set 
points. The systern predicts that test set points in white areas lie inside the circle and that 
points in black areas lie outside the circle. The test set error rate decreases, approxirnately 
inversely with tire nrunbcr of AHT, categories, as the training set size increases. 
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Figure 8. Fuzzy AHTMAP category rcc:tanglc.s R;' for the circle-in-the-square simulations 
of Figure 7. Srnall rcc:ta.ngles forrn ncar map disc:ontinnitie.s as the error rate drops toward 
0. 
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(a) 
100 exemplars 
2 epochs 
89.0% test set 
12 ART a categories 
(c) 
10,000 exemplars 
6 epochs 
98.3% test set 
89 ART a categories 
(b) 
1,000 exemplars 
3 epochs 
95.0% test set 
27 ARTa categories 
(d) 
100,000 exemplars 
13 epochs 
99.5% test set 
254 ART a categories 
Figure 9. Circle-in-the--squaw test set response patterns with exemplars repeatedly pre-
sented until the system achieves 100% correct prediction on (a) 100, (b) 1,000, (c) 10,000, 
and (d) 100,000 training set points. 'I'raining sets arc the same as those used for Figures 7 
and 8. 'fraining to 100% accuracy requires (a) 2 epochs, (b) :3 epochs, (c) 6 epochs, and 
(d) 1:3 epochs. Additional training epochs decrease test set error rates but create additional 
Airi\, categories, cornparcd to the !-epoch simulation in Figure 7. 
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(a) 
15 ART a categories 
85.9% test set 
(c) 
Voting on 5 runs 
93.9% test set 
(b) 
17 ART a categories 
92.4% test set 
(d) 
Number of votes 
Figure 10. Circle-in-the-square response patterns for a fixed 1 ,000-itern training set. (a) 
Test set responses after training on inputs presentee! in randorn order. After 1 epoch that 
uses 15 AKC, nodes, test set prediction rate is 85.$1%, the worst of 5 runs. (h) Test set 
responses after training on inputs presented in a different random order. After 1 epoch that 
u;;c~s 17 AHT" nodes, test set prediction rate is 92.:3%, the best of 5 runs. (c) Voting strategy 
applied to five inclivicluaJ simulations. Test set prediction rate is ~J:l.9%. (d) Cumulative test 
set response p<1ttern from five !-epoch sirnulations. Gray scale intensity increases with the 
number of votes that predict a point to lie outside the circle. 
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